Rokesly Junior School
HOMEWORK: YEAR 6
All homework should be completed by the Tuesday of each week. Spellings will be tested in school.
Your login details for the online homework have been stuck into the inside cover of your homework
book. Remember these are personal details and shouldn’t be shared with others.
If you need extra help with your work, you must speak to your teacher on Monday.
Date set: 18.11.21
Maths - Times tables

Due in: 23.11.21
Make sure you are practising your tables throughout the week so that
you can recall them rapidly up to 12 x 12.
Remember to improve your score on:

Maths - Mathletics

Login to Mathletics and complete the tasks:
- Compare fractions 2
- Simplifying fractions
Once you have finished, you can explore other parts of the
website.
This week we have learnt the rule for homophones and near
homophones ending in ‘ce’ and ‘se’.

Spellings

Generally, nouns end in ‘ce’ and verbs end in ‘se’ for example:
“Could you advise me on which is the tastiest lunch option please?”
Asked Gemma.
Gemma asked for advice on which was the tastiest lunch option.

The words below need to be learned for a spelling test in school. Write
each one out at least three times using look, cover, say, write, check
(LCSWC).

Anti-bullying week

Reading

Next week’s learning

We will test these words and others using the same conventions in class.
advise
advice
practise
practice
license
license
15th-19th November is anti-bullying week. In class we have discussed
what bullying is, what we can do if we see others being bullied and how
we can be kind to each other.
For your homework, we would like you to become anti-bullying
superheroes for yourself and others. Think about how you can be kind to
yourself and those around you. Your task is to design an anti-bullying
superhero poster on a sheet of A4 paper to display your ideas on how
we can stop bullying and encourage kindness towards each other. Take
a look at the poster on the next page for ideas.
Be as creative as you can!
Remember to read every day at home and fill in your reading record.
Also, it would be hugely beneficial if your adults at home could listen to
you read as well!
Please bring a reading book and reading record to school every day.
Maths: Fractions
English: : Fiction writing – World War II

